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Abstract. To plagiarise is to robe credit of another person’s work.
Particularly, plagiarism in text means including text fragments (and
even an entire document) from an author without giving him the cor-
respondent credit. In this work we describe our first attemptto detect
plagiarised segments in a text employing statistical Language Mod-
els (LMs) and perplexity.

The preliminary experiments, carried out on two specialised and
literary corpora (including original, part-of-speech andstemmed ver-
sions), show that perplexity of a text segment, given a Language
Model calculated over an author text, could be a relevant feature in
plagiarism detection.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Automatic Plagiarism Detection, a close related problem to the
Automatic Authorship Attribution, has became a relevant task in In-
formation Retrieval, scholar environments and even scientific circles.

There are some applications which try, for example, to detect
whether a student report is plagiarised or not2. Inside of specialised
circles, there are cases when a person takes text fragments from other
authors without making the corresponding citation and, in extreme
cases, different authors claim for the authorship of a text and even an
idea.

Language Models, commonly used in Speech Recognition [7] and
Information Retrieval [11, 5], have been exploited in Automatic Au-
thorship Attribution of text [10, 2] and even of source code [4]. In
the first case, character level n-grams and perplexity are considered
to determine the authorship of the analysed document. In thesecond
case, frequencies of byte level n-grams are used to decide.

State of the art in Automatic Plagiarism Detection allows todetect
word by word plagiarism, even when fragments have been modified
[14, 6]. In this work we are trying to exploit lexical and grammatical
level Language Models (n-grams and perplexity) to detect plagia-
rised fragments in a text.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes some of
the current advances in the task of plagiarism detection with a ref-
erence corpus. Section 3 gives an overview of statistical Language
Models and perplexity, in order to determine how well a Language
Model could represent a language. Section 4 gives a description of
the preliminary experiments we carried out over specialised and lit-
erary texts (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and discusses the obtained results
(Section 4.3). Finally, in Section 5 we draw some conclusions.
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2 See for instance http://www.turnitin.com/static/plagiarism.html

2 CURRENT APPROACHES IN AUTOMATIC
PLAGIARISM DETECTION WITH
REFERENCE

The automatic plagiarism detection can be mainly classifiedin two
approaches based on the exploitation (or not) of a referencecorpus.

In the case when no reference corpus is exploited [9, 16], theidea
is to find variations through the text of the suspicious document (Ds),
like syntax, grammatical categories, text complexity or the verbal
form (I play, she plays, we played) used in the text. On the other
hand, when a reference corpus is used [14, 6], the basic idea is to
compare fragments (f ) of the suspicious document (Ds) with the
documents in a reference corpus (C). Of course, the reference corpus
contains only non-plagiarised documents.

The reason for using a reference corpus in order to detect plagia-
rism in a given text is obvious. In order to decide if a text is pla-
giarised, we should compare it with other texts looking for common
fragments.

In this way, the task could be reduced to make an exhaustive com-
parison to answer the question:Is there a fragmentf ∈ Ds included
in a document ofC?

If this problem is approached directly, two difficulties appear im-
mediately: the first one is the need of a huge big reference corpus
in order to make a serious search of fragmentsf ∈ Ds in C, and
second, the processing cost of making all the necessary comparisons
is, in a high level,O(n · m) beingn andm the length ofDs andC

in fragments respectively (the real cost of this kind of comparisons
decreases dramatically using hash-based techniques [15]).

Trying to avoid these difficulties the CHECK system [14] pre-
processes the documents to determine their ”semantic meanings”,
considering factors like document structure or keywords. This sys-
tem detects the subject ofDs in order to only compare it with the
related documents inC, the original documents corpus. In those
cases where paragraphs inDs andC are semantically related, a per-
sentence comparison is made.

The same CHECK architecture is used in [6], but the per-sentence
comparison is made using thedot plot technique. The advantage is
that each word in the analysed sentence is compared with all the
words of the sentences in the reference corpus. Two sentences are
considered similar if they pass a given threshold (based on the com-
mon occurrence of words), a reason to consider a sentence suspi-
cious.

As we have said, the dimension of a corpus must be really big. For
example, the plagiarism detection tool offered byTurnitin (see foot-
note in Section 1) not only searches fragments in a referencecorpus,
but also in the Web.



3 ON STATISTICAL LANGUAGE MODELS

A statistical Language Model (LM) “tries to predict a word given the
previous words” [8]. LMs have been mainly used in speech and op-
tical character recognition [1, 12], and statistical machine translation
[3, 17] between other Natural Language Process applications, but are
not limited to these tasks.

To predict which word is the next given its history, the best option
should be to consider all the words before it in the text. The proba-
bility of a given sentencew1w2 . . . wn, if we know w{1,2,...,n−1}

but not wn, would be given by the Bayes conditional probabil-
ity, based on the chain rule,P (W ) = P (w1) · P (w2|w1) ·
P (w3|w1w2) · · ·P (wn|w1 · · ·wn−1). Unfortunately, the training
set to correctly define these probabilities must be extremely big and,
no matter the extension, we will never have a representationfor all
the possible sentences in a text.

The option is to consider LMs only of n-grams. Over this frame-
work, the model is based on strings conformed byn words, in-
cluding the analysed one (common values aren = {2, 3}). The
n-gram probability definition considering, for example,n = 3 is
P3(W ) = P (wn−2) · P (wn−1|wn−2) · P (wn|wn−2wn−1).

Our main idea is that if we compute the probability of n-gramsin
a corpus of texts from one author, we will have a representation of
her vocabulary, grammatical frequency and even writing style. These
representations can be compared to other texts in order to look for
candidates for plagiarised segments.

The question now is how to determine if a text is similar to another
one. Alike [10], we have opted for perplexity, one way to express
language theory’s entropy, that is frequently used in orderto evaluate
how good a LM describes a language: “our author language“.

Formula 1 includes the equation of perplexity (PP ), whereN is
the number of tokens in the analysed text andP (wi|wi − 1) is the
probability of wordwi givenwi−1. This is the case for the perplexity
calculation for bigrams.

PP = N

s

N
Q

i=1

1
P (wi|wi−1)

(1)

The lower a text perplexity is, the more predictable its words are.
In other words, the higher a perplexity is, the bigger the uncertainty
about the following word in a sentence ([8, pp. 60-78] to further in-
vestigate this issue).

Two tools for LMs and perplexity calculation freely availabe are
SRILM and Cambridge-CMU3. In the preliminary experiments we
carried out the first one.

4 THE LANGUAGE MODEL APPROACH

No matter there exist works where multiple features are considered
for the task of automatic plagiarism detection (such as [9]), we have
opted for starting our explorations in this area working only with one
feature: perplexity. It is just for this reason that our results cannot be
directly compared with others obtained from more robust techniques.

At the moment our aim is not to improve current results in this
field, but to determine whether or not this kind of characterisation
of an author style could be useful for this task in order to possibly
combine it with other features in the future.

As we have seen in Section 3, a low perplexity means that, given
a sequence of words, we are prepared enough to predict, with alow

3 See www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/ and
www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/SLM info.html respectively

error rate, which will be the next one. Considering this, we define our
main hypothesis:

Hypothesis Let k be the LM of a corpus composed by textsT writ-
ten by an authorA. The perplexity of fragmentsg, h ∈ T ′, given
that the fragmentg has been written byA and the fragmenth has
been ”plagiarised” from another author will be clearly different.
Specifically,PPk(g) ≪ PPk(h).

Trying to prove (or reject) our hypothesis, we have carried out
two main experiments: one over “specialised texts“ (scientific pa-
pers) and another over ”general literature texts“ (novels,child litera-
ture), which we describe in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

For these experiments, we have not only used the original docu-
ments. We have pre-processed all the texts in order to consider:

i the original text
ii the part-of-speech of the text

iii the stemmed text

We consider these three versions of the text in order to be able to
represent the writer style. Specifically, we tried to recognise author’s
vocabulary and syntactic richness, (i) and (iii ), and morphosyntactic
style (ii ). Part-of-speech and stems have been obtained with Treetag-
ger [13].

Independent LMs have been calculated over the three versions of
the training corpus considering{2 − 4} − grams.

With respect to the testing, we split the test corpus in sentences
including those that were ”artificially plagiarised” before applying to
them the same pre-processing of the training set (we have considered
the dot as the only delimiter among them).

4.1 Experiments over specialised texts

For this case, we have used a corpus about Lexicography topics writ-
ten by only one author. One section of the corpus (composed of
around 11,628 words), was used for the LM calculation and theother
one for the test. In the test partition, we randomly insertedfragments
about related topics, but written by other authors.

In order to identify the “plagiarised“ fragments (in this case para-
graphs), we calculated the perplexities of each sentence with respect
to the LM of the author. Figure 1 shows the perplexity of each sen-
tence in the test corpus based on trigrams4.

Due to the fact that it considers aspects such as singular/plural
and verbal time, the perplexity values of the original text (a) are the
highest of the three. The highest perplexities arePP25 = 1132.15
andPP1 = 980, where 25 and 1 are the number of the sentence in
the entire text. SentenceS25 has only seven words and contains a
cite of the kind ”authora (2001)” andauthora did not appear in the
training corpus, therefore, probabilityP (authora ∈ n − gram) →
0. In the case of sentenceS1, it contains the title of the paper, author
and author’s organisation, that is not English, so it contains words in
another language.

The first plagiarised segment appears in the sixth place of the list
of sentences sorted by perplexity. It isS27: “Such plain text represen-
tation is usually processed to add structure explicitly in amachine
readable form.“ with PP27 = 608.21. This sentence contains six
words that never appeared in the training corpus.

Working on the stemmed text (b) we consider only the richness
of author’s vocabulary without caring about the additionalfeatures

4 In Figures 1 and 2 symbol “+“ represents non-plagiarised sentences and a
black square with a vertical bar plagiarised ones.
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Figure 1. Perplexity on the specialised corpus (one point per sentence)

considered in the original text. The highest perplexities in this case
arePP37 = 462.78 andPP27 = 323.46. SentenceS37 is a frag-
ment copied by the author from another text in order to analyse it
and, therefore, the result can be considered correct. SentenceS27, as
we have already said is plagiarised.

Finally, in the part-of-speech version of the text (c) the vocabulary
is clearly smaller than in the other two cases (around 40 words given
by the grammar categories5), resulting in a perplexity range much
lower. In this case the three highest perplexities arePP45 = 23.36,
PP6 = 20.87 andPP78 = 20.40. Between the twenty tokens in
S45, three are non-frequent strings conformed by parenthesis and
cardinal numbers, for example(2) which is tagged like( LS ) (list
item).S78 is plagiarised and contains the 3-gramDT NN IN, which
is the third trigram with smaller probability and others that have not
appeared in the training corpus, which is the case of 3-gramsRB VVZ
DT andDT RBR JJ6 and, therefore, their probability tends to0.

These experiments have been carried out considering a smallcor-
pus. In Section 4.2 we describe the experiments we have carried out
over a bigger corpus and, for this reason, a richer LM.

4.2 Experiments over general literature texts

In order to have a reference for our results, we have made the same
experiments over a literary corpus. For these experiments we have
taken a set of books written by the author Lewis Carroll and some
passages from William Shakespeare texts to ”plagiarise” the test sec-
tion of Carroll’s corpus7. The distribution of the training and test
subcorpora is described in Table 1.

Table 1. Literary corpus

Author Subcorpus |w|
Carroll training 116,202
Carroll test 26,626

Shakespeare plagiarised 103

We have done the same pre-process, described at the Section 4.1,
to the training and test corpora in order to obtain original,part-of-
speech and stem versions of the texts. Figure 2 shows the results
over the three versions of the test corpus. In this case we cansee that
the plagiarised sections, in general, obtain high values ofperplexity
with respect to non-plagiarised segments in POS and stem versions.

For example, in the case of the original text, the sentence with
the highest perplexity, as it appears in the text, is ”ALLPERSONS
MORE THAN A MILE HIGH TO LEAVE THE COURT.”. The
words in bold have not appeared in the training corpus (at least with
all the letters capitalised)8.

In the other two cases, the POS and stem versions, the reason for
most of the cases is simple: there are errors in the part-of-speech and
stems generated by the tagger (in some cases it is due to errors in
the text). Let us consider the stemmed version of the test corpus to
show some examples. Table 2 includes the sentences with the highest
perplexities in the Caroll’s plagiarised document.

5 See http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/Penn-
Treebank-Tagset.ps

6 DT=determiner; NN=noun; IN=preposition; RB=adverb; VVZ=verb;
RBR=comparative adverb; JJ=adjective.

7 Texts have been downloaded from Project Gutenberg,
http://www.gutenberg.org

8 These kinds of “errors“ could be avoided converting all the characters to
lower case during the pre-processing of the corpus.
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Figure 2. Perplexity on the literature corpus (one point per sentence)

Table 2. Sentences with highest perplexities

Perplexity Sentence
1205.6 all Persons more Than A Mile High TO leave the court.
1009.1 William ’s conduct at first be moderate.
825.6 the twelve juror be all write very busily on slate.
582.5 ‘ oh , there go his precious nose ’ ; as an unusually

large saucepan fly close by it , and very nearly carry it off.
508.1 the hearing of my wife , with your approach : so humbly

take my

The first sentence contains proper nouns (capitalised wordsPer-
sons, Thanand Mile were all considered proper nouns by the tag-
ger), which are hard to occur in different texts and, in this case, have
P (w) → 0 because they do not appear in the LM. This is one of the
weaknesses of the original and stemmed versions of texts: due to the
fact that they use an open domain language, it is difficult that a LM
contains all the ”strange words” as it is the case of proper names and
other ”special“ words that are commonly included in texts.

All the words in the second sentence were included in the training
corpus and, therefore, the vocabulary in the two cases is notdifferent.
However,William never appeared at the beginning of a sentence and
the trigramWilliam ’s conductneither, just to give a couple examples.
In the case of the third sentence, it contains the wordjuror, that the
LM ignores, andbusily, that has a low probability:P (′busily′) =
0.0000191 (in order to compare,P (′the′) = 0.03869).

The first plagiarised line is the fifth one. The interesting fact here
is that the LM knows all the words in this phrase, but the wordsand
3-grams in it have a low probability.

In the case of the part-of-speech version, the sentence withthe
highest perplexity hasPP608 = 26.34, and it contains, for exam-
ple, the substringDT NN RBR(determiner, noun, comparative ad-
verb). This POS trigram corresponds to the segment of three tokens
(that)1 (is − −′′The)2 (more)3, which, due to an error in words
split was not correctly tagged and the resulting POS trigramhas a
really low probability.

In this case, the first plagiarised sentence in the sorted list is in
the fourth place withPP318 = 20.132. This sentence has style and
vocabulary completely different from the others in the textand cor-
responds to the sentence “Mac. We will proceed no further in this
Businesse: He hath Honour’d me of late, and I haue bought Golden
Opinions from all sorts of people, Which would be worne now intheir
newest glosse, Not cast aside so“, written by W. Shakespeare.

4.3 Discussion

From the five categories of stylometric features useful for the pla-
giarism detection task [9], our LM approach considers just three of
them.Syntactic featuresandspecial words counting, ”which measure
writing style at the sentence-level“ [9] and vocabulary richness re-
spectively, are considered with the perplexity calculation of the sen-
tences over the original and stemmed test corpora.Part-of-speech
classes quantifycationis implicitly considered with the POS version.
The only two features that our approach does not consider aretext
statistics(at character level) andstructural features, that deal with
the organisation of the text.

It can be seen in the results of the experiments in Sections 4.1 and
4.2 that considering only the perplexity of a sentence is notgood
enough to discriminate it from a plagiarised or ”legal” textfragment.

The perplexity calculations over the three versions of the text
(original, POS and stem) have conducted to the detection of “non-



expected“ sentences that, in the most of the cases, include those that
have been plagiarised. However, these three experiments donot de-
tect the same sentences, but different ones, so we believe that we need
to consider the three versions together in order to detect plagiarised
sentences.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have explored the utility of Language Modelsand
perplexity, a measure to determine the coverage of a Language Model
given a text, for the Automatic Detection of Plagiarism witha refer-
ence corpus. We have considered perplexity on three different levels:
word, part-of-speech and stem.

In order to do that, we have calculated a Language Model over
a reference corpus, written by one only author, and calculated per-
plexity of sentences on a test corpus (which contained plagiarised
fragments) based on this model.

Our main hypothesis was that those segments with the highestper-
plexities with respect to the model, should be the plagiarised ones.
Unfortunately, our hypothesis is not completely true because there
are non-plagiarised fragments (in particular those with ”strange seg-
ments” such as titles and bibliographic cites) that presenthigh per-
plexity. However, plagiarised segments seem to stand out inthe high-
est positions when we consider these features.

In the results that we have obtained, we have noted that in order
to identify good candidates for plagiarised segments we should con-
sider the three versions of the analysed text together (original, POS
and stem).

We know that the perplexity feature space of plagiarised andnon-
plagiarised segments is not completely separable, but we believe that
including perplexity among other features may improve the results.
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